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The development of language in children does not only include
the production and perceptlon of lãnguage but does also entail
a certain amount of línguistic awareness. Linguístic avtareness

is the term used by Mattingly (1972) to describe the
speaker's/lietener's ability to focus on the Iinguistíc
expression rather than on the Ìinguístic content. on the
phonoJ-ogical level IinguJ-stic av/areness can be defined ôs the
ability to disregard the meaning of words and to concentrate on

their sound structure, e.9. the ability to realize tbat "train"
is a short rrtord although it refers to a long object and to be

abLe to segrnent the sound sequence /tre:n/ into four segments

although a train rnay consist of more than four parts.

several questions concerning the develoPment of linguistic
awdreness merit å further investigation, i.e.

-the relation betr^teen linguistíc awareness

and language develoPment

-the relation between linguistic ãvrareness

and cognitive develoPment
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-the relation between linguistic ðwarêness
and reading and writing acquisiticn.

There are different opinions about the relationship between the
development of linguistic awareness and language development on

one hand and cognitive development on the other. Some

researchers (e.g. Mattingly I972, Marshall and Morton 1978)
regard language development as a prerequisite for Iinguistic
awareness v¡hi1e others (".g. Hakes 1980) regard cognitive
developmental level as more important for the devêlopment of
linguistic a\rareness. fntermediate positíon is taken by
researchers who assign importance to both linguistic ãnd

cognitive factors (e.S. Tornéus 1983). It has been shown by
e.9. Bruce (f964), Calfee et al. (1973), that younger children
do not show the same degree of linguistic awareness as older
children do. Liberman et al. 11977 ) have reported that very few

five-year-old children (I78) can indicate the correct number of
sound segments in a word whiLe most of the six-year-otds (70t)
manage such a task. Sy1lab1es, on the other hand, are easiJ-y
mastered by five-year-oId chíIclren,

Since linguístic awareness develops gradually it is, however,
hard Èo decide whether the increased ar^rareness in normally
developing children is a conseguence of the cognitive or of the
linguistic development. One way of clarifying this issue is to
study the Iinguistic awareness of children \,rhose tãnguage
development is not as advanced as that of their peers. If thro

chil-dren of the same age who differ in language development
show the same degree of linguistic awareness, it can be assumed

that the linguistic awareness is a conseguence of the cognitive
development. If on the other hand the Iinguistic awareness of
the tvro children differs, it can be concluded that language
development ís more importänt than cognitive 1evel. A suitable
test design wÕuld thus be to compare the Iinguistic awareness
of groups of children differing in language development but
matched for age/cognitive level, that is to compare groups of
language disordered children with groups of normally developing
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chi Idren

The relation between linguistic awareness and reading-spelling
acguisition is also subject to different opinions. some

reserchers like Valtin (in press) and Ehri (1979) consider
Iinguistic ar^rareness as the result of reading acquisition
whereas others like Calfee et aI. (L972'), Liberman (I973), and

Tornéus (1983) regard linguistic arrareness as the prereguisite
for reading aguisition.

The most relêvant aspect of 1ínguistic awareness in relation to
reading and spelling is the av¡areness of phonoloqical
structure. The ability to segment within the sy1lable is of
particular importance. It has been shown in a longitudinal
study conducted by Lundberg and his co-workers in Sweden (1980)

that linguistic avrareness as measured by segmentation tasks j-s

the best predictor of pre-school children's future reading and

spelJ-ing success.

One such task v/hich requires segmentation abil,ity is rhyming.
Itre manipulations performed in rhyming are to separate
prevoca),ic element(s) of the stressed syllable from the rest of
the syllable and to use what is left of the syl-lable or the
word as a model when producing new rhymes. A rhyming test would
thus be an appropriate instrument to study linguistic awareness

as regards its rel-ation to Iànguage änd cognitive developmental
level as well as to literacy.

PROCEDURE

A rhyming test was therefore constructed and administered to 10

pre-school and IO school children. HaIf of the children in each

group had developed language normally and the other half had

been diagnosed as language disordered. The ages of the
pre-school children were betvreen 3;11 - 5;8 years for the
normally developed ones and bethteen 5,'10 - 7¡2 years for the
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disord-ered children. The ages of the school children varied
betvreen 7;1 and 7il0 for both the subgroups (first grade).

Table 1. Age of the trúenty subjects

{tle test consísted of tl^¡o parta. In Part I, the child v¡as

presented v¡ith 3 pictures and the corresponding words (model

words) (see figure I). The child was instructed to point to the
picture which represented the v¡ord that sounded most simiÌar to
a nerrr word pronounced by the experimenter (test words).

MoDEL wORDs tajl [o:11
TEST WORDS I bo:1 ], I ste:k ] , [ma j .l etc

Fig.l Rhyming test. part 1.

Ie:k]

school
children

Pre-school
chLldren

7¡1 - 7i10

3;11 - 5;8

Language development
normal disordered

7iI - 7;10

5; 1o 7¡2
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This procedure is modeled on a procedure used by Cal'fee

al. (f980) for testing and training phonetic segmentation
has, however, been modified to fit the speciaL demands

Ianguage disordered children.

et
It
of

Since the children answered by pointing and not by speaking,
the deviant speech of the language disordered children did not
influence the result. Because of the often linítect memory

capacity of the language disordered group (Gahne et al. 1983)

the demands on memory had to be kept low. Therefore, the words

were selected in such a way that only the test words (CVC

structure ) and not the models (vc structure) had to be

segmented. The vor^tels were phonetically well seperated.

In part I of the test, however, it would be possible to find
the appropriate rhyming words by comparing the vowels onJ-y.

Therefore, part II of the test consisted of tasks of a some\^that

different type ( see figure 2) . only one model word was

presented at a time' illustrated as before by a picture.

MODEL WORD

TEST ¡'ORDS

I egl egg

I heg], L nebl, I tag], I sek] etc

Fig.2 Rhyming test. Part II.

The child's task no\^t was to decide whether a number of test
words rhl¡med with the model word or not. The test words were

varied in such a $¡ay that in the non-rhyming words either the
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vowel
model

one

words

or the post-vocalic consonant differed from that of the
word, some by several distinctive features and others by

feature, e.g. VOICE or RoUNDING. The complete list of test
can be found in appendix 1.

RESULTS

From the error scores presented in table 2 it can be seen that
the normally developed children ma¿le ferr¡er errors than the
language disordered children and school children made fer¿er

errors than pre-school children. However, as a group, the
language disordered school chifdren made fewer errors than the
normally developed pre-school children. It should be noted that
there are sÕme children around the age of four in the
pre-school group and they seem to have difficulties in
understanding the instructions' Children as young ãs four have

probably not reached the. cognitive level necessary for this
tlT)e of task. The group which maCle the highest number of errors
was the language disordered pre-school children. There seemed

to be no correlation bet\,/een age and Iinguistic awareness as

measured by rhyming in this group.

NormaI Disordered

Pre-school
children

SchooI
children

TotaI

19

I

53

5

48

IT

76

9

67

Total

54

16

38

I

108

37

'71

II

162

53

109

Total.

12

Table 2. Number of errors in the
rhyming test, part I and II, made
by the twenty subjects.

4
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All subjects made rnore mistakes in part lI of the test than in
part I. This is as could be expected since part f does not
reguire segmentãtion of the post-vocalic consonant but can be

rnanaged by comparing vowels that are phonetically \¡/eII

separêted . Part II, thus, puts higher demands on both
segmentation abíl-ity and ability to discriminate beth'een
phonetically close segments.

DISCUSSION

Language development sêems to play an important role for the
development of 1ínguistic atvareness as the normalJ-y speaking
school children perfomed better than the language disordered
schoo1 children. T'lle same holds for the pre-school groups, even

though the normally speaking pre-school children were

considerably younger than the language disordered ones (cf.

table 1 ) .

T'hus, age and cognitive level can not be the only determinants
contributing to the devel-opment of Iinguistic ahtareness. fhe

fact thðt school children score higher than pre-school children
shows that âge/cognitive level are not totally irrelevant. It
could even be assumed that reading and spelling instruction to
a certain extent promotes the growth of linguistic awareness as

the tanguage disordered school-chitdren perform better than the
normally speaking pre-school children. It is however obvious
that reading and spelling abitity is not a prerequisite for the
development of lj.nguístic awareness as illustrated by the
ittiterate pre-school children's rhyming performance.

When examining the results more closely we find that in part I,
the most common dífficulty among the youngest and/or the

Ianguage disordered children \,täs their inability to disregard
content. Instead of concentrating on sound structure their
choices implicated that they focused on content, basing their
rhyming choices on semantic associations instead of on the
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similarity of sounds. For instance, when the test word was

skrek (screamed) they pointed to 
-i 

(ow) insteaC of ek (oak),
thus demonstrating an inability to disregard substanee and to
concentrate on form.

In part II, the errors can be of two types: false acceptances

and false rejections. A comparison between the distribution of
false acceptances and false rejections in part II and tbe
errors in part I suggests that if a child makes more errors in
part II than in part I, this can be explained as a lacking of
ability to discriminate rather than as an inability to segment.

In view of the fact that most of the chitdren who showed this
pattern \4tere language disordered the explanation seems

reasonable.

The numerous errors in part II âs comPared to the less frequent
ones in part I werê earlier attributed to the fact that the
words in part II required segmentation while part I might be

managed by comparing the vohtels in the test vtords and in the
models. Hohrever r ãD alternative explanation for the
differential level of difficul-ty in the two parts of the test
can be suggested if we discuss our results in terms of syl1ab1e
structure. It has been suggested by e.g. Fudge (1969) that the
structure of the syllabl-e is hierarchical and divisible into
onset and rhyme and that the rhl¡me is further divisible into
peak and coda. Empirical data as e.g. in Treiman (1983) show

that it is much easier to segment bet\4¡een the onset and the
rblzme of the syllable than between the peak and the coda of the
rhl,'me as a consequence of the hierarcbical structure of the
syllable. In our test the segmentation reguired in part I is
bet\reen tÌÌe onset and the rhyme while in part If a segmentation
within the rh!¡me, i.e' bet$/een the peak and the coda, is
reguired. T'hus, our results can be interpreted as reflecting
this hierarchical structure. Empirical data of other types
such as slips of the tongue also reveal the internal structure
of the sylJ-ab1e as pre-vocalic consonants are more often
involved in speech errors than post-vocalic ones (Hockett I967,
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MacKay 1972, Söderpalm 1979).

Children who are in the process of becoming ardare of the
segmentability of seguences seem to be dependent on what kind
of segments they.are supposed to handle within the rhyme. It is
obvious from our data that certain consonant types such as

nasals are mucÌì more dj.fficult to segment from the preceeding
vowel than stops or fricatives. It has been shown by House
( f982 ) that non-coronal nasals Ìrave special acoustic
characterístics depending on the preceeding vowel and thus
reguire special identification strategies. Therefore,
initially, it does not seem to be a question of form or
substance but rather an interaction bet$reen form and phonetic
substance contributíng to än increasing of linguistic
awareness.

TO SUM UP:

Since the normâIIy developed children performed better than the
language disordered children on the rhyming test it can be
argued that language development is more important than
cognitive development for linguistic awareness. Cognitive
factors may also be of some importance since the language
disordered school children performed somewhat better than the
normally developed pre-school children. For this result,
trowever, reading and spelling acguisition could be an

influencing factor.
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APPENDIX

Model words and test words in part f and part fI of the test

PATt I
Model words

Iaj], Io:l], Ie:k]
Test $tords

[ ¡o:1], I ste:k], lmai l,
[Ie:k], Isto:1], Iskre:k
Ikaj ], Ivro:1 ], I skraj ]

Model words

Ii:s], Iur], ¡"n1

Test words
skul
gneg

Part II

Model word

Lr:sJ

krull, I leg
gul l, I vi: s

l
l

Irrai1, Igre:k], Irno:1], [¡raj], [ho:lJ,
l, [¡le:k], Iskro:1], Isvaj], Ive:k]

Iri:s], [.[es], Idi:s], Ipriis], Ikri:s],
lvegl, Iheg], Itul1, Igri:s], IkleqJ,

, [1i;v], Igri:s], Iny:s], Idi:s], Ihi:t],
ri:s]

mul
hr¡1

l
l

Test \,¡ords

Ikri:s], Ipri:s], Ivi¡s
Iht+s], [li:k], Ihe:s]'
Mode1 word

I es]

Test vrords

l
t

heg
lug

Model word

I oo]

Test rrord
Itun]. Inub]
Ipao], Ituo]

vegl
gnôg

tag
f.s l

t
t

l
l

Ineb], Ive:g], [1eg], Ise01, Ikteq1, Isek],

Itcn], Iloeo], Isvuq], Itug],kuo l, I fuo ]
puol, Ipluo
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